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12-14 May 2017, Stockholm
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Opening speech by LYMEC President and guests
Roll call and voting rights
Election of Congress chairs, secretaries and scrutineers
Proposed agenda
Adoption of minutes from the Congress in Tallinn
Urgency of resolutions (in case of urgency resolutions handed in)
Snap vote on the order of resolutions
Annual Report 2016 and debate
Debate about the Bureau reports
Debate about the Secretary General report
ALDE Party Congress 2016: Report from the delegation
Approval of the external auditor
Finances
2016 Financial Report including statement from the External Auditor
Financial report January – May 2017 (for information)
Requests for reduced membership fee and payment plans
Internal Auditors’ Report
Revised Financial Protocol
Membership issues
Applications for associate membership
Applications for full membership
Suspension of membership and disaffiliations
Election of the Delegation for ALDE Party Congress
Announcement of the elected Delegates for ALDE Party Congress
Bureau proposal
Resolutions
Reports from Working Groups
Reports from Member Organisations
Any other business
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1. Opening speech by LYMEC President and guests
Lymec president Sissel Kvist opens the congress, and the following guest speakers address the
congress:
Jan Björklund, Leader of Liberal People's Party
Fredrick Federley, MEP
Jasna Gabrič, Mayor of the Municipality of Trbovlje, Slovenia
2. Roll call and voting rights
Secretary General Danica Vihinen proceeds with the first roll call.
Present

Organisation

Country

Joves Liberals d'Andorra

Andorra

3

Armenian National Movement Youth

Armenia

absent

JUNOS

Austria

3

Civil Forum Belarus

Belarus

absent

Jeunes MR

Belgium

10

Jong VLD

Belgium

6

Fédération des Etudiants Libéraux

Belgium

4

Mladi Liberali Bosne i Hercegovine
Youth Movement for Rights and
Freedoms
Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya

Bosna and Herzegovina

Istrian Democratic Youth
Mladi Hrvatske Narodne Stranke Liberalni Demokrati
Mladi hrvatski liberali

Croatia

Radical Ungdom

Denmark

5

Venstres Ungdom

Denmark

absent

Estonian Reform Party Youth

Estonia

6

Estonian Centre Party Youth

Estonia

absent

Keskustan Opiskelijaliitto

Finland

absent

Suomen Keskustanuoret

Finland

8

Swedish Youth
Bundesverband Liberaler
Hochschulgruppen
Junge Liberale

Finland

6

Germany

10

Gibraltar Liberal Youth - GLY

Gibraltar

absent

Ógra Fianna Fáil

Ireland

Attīstībai Youth

Latvia

Lietuvos liberalus jaunimas

Lithuania

3
absent

Jonk Demokraten

Luxembourg

absent

LIDEM Macedonia

Macedonia

absent

Liberal Youth of Moldova

Moldova

Bulgaria
Catalunya

Croatia
Croatia

Germany

2

absent
10
6
absent
absent
absent

5

8

4

7

Jonge Democraten
Jongeren Organisatie Vrijheid en
Democratie
Norges Unge Vestre

Netherlands

Projekt:Polska

Poland

absent

Mladi LDP

Serbia

absent

Centerpartiets Ungdomsförbund

Sweden

6

Centerstudenter

Sweden

4

Liberala Ungdomsförbundet

Sweden

5

European Youth of Ukraine

Ukraine

absent

Liberal Youth

United Kingdom

7

IMS Zeneda Feratllari

Albania

1

IMS Benjamin Fievet

France

1

IMS Jorge de Jesus

Portugal

1

Netherlands
Norway

6
5

140

Total
Quorum 1 / 3

48

Majority 1 / 2

70

Qualified majority 2 / 3

93

3. Election of Congress chairs, secretaries and scrutineers
Bureau proposes as Congress chairs Simona Mohamsson (LUF), Diana Van (CUF) and Eoin Ó Nialláin
(Ógra Fianna Fáil).
Congress accepts.
Proposed secretaries are:
Paulína Gono, LYMEC Assistant
Ellen Wangdell, CUF
Hanna Karlsson, LUF
Sofia Molin, CS
Congress accepts.
Proposed scrutineers are:
Hans Maes, LYMEC Internal Auditor
Niklas Milthers, LYMEC Internal Auditor
Gaspar Shabad, ERPY
Fintan Phelan, Ógra Fianna Fáil
Dennis van Driel, JD
Eyk von Steinmetz, JuLis
Congress accepts.
4. Proposed agenda
Chair Eoin Ó Nialláin gives 2 minutes to speakers and the congress is informed that pictures of event
will be taken and published on social media. Deadline for amendment submission is set on 21:00.
Nomination deadline for ALDE delegation is set on noon 13th May 2017.
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Point of order: Marit van der Pol (JOVD) raises a point of order and suggests to present report from
the working group before Bureau proposal, present SG report before Bureau reports and end with
president report.
Lymec President Sissel Kvist answers that the working groups suggested not to have separate
presentations before Q&A.
Marit van der Pol (JOVD) withdraws the last proposal.
Finances are being removed as proposed by Bureau.
Agenda adopted with changes.
5. Adoption of minutes from the Congress in Tallinn
Marit van der Pol (JOVD) wants adapt changes on page 12 where is listed a name of the president but
there should be her name.
Congress adopts the minutes from the previous Congress with this change.
6. Urgency of resolutions
There are any urgent resolutions.
7. Snap vote on the order of resolutions
Digital Officer Kevin Tammearu presents the snap vote and sets 18:00 - 19:00 as time for voting.
Turnout: 140 (100%) of 140 electors voted in this ballot.
Choose five options
No.

Proposal title

Author

Votes

101

Moving the European
Union Forward Together

LYMEC Bureau - Lena Höglund

88

301

Tackling bullying in Europe

JNC / Víctor Solé Ferioli

19

302

Joint Degree Programmes
integration in Erasmus +

FEL (Fédération des étudiants
libéraux)

92

303

Resolution on Ethical Hacking

Jong VLD / Jerry Van Echelpoel

28

304

License to Heal

Jonge Democraten (JD),
Jongerenorganisatie Vrijheid en
Democratie (JOVD), Joventut
Nacionalista de Catalunya (JNC)

32

305

Refugees in Universities

Bundesverband Liberaler
Hochschulgruppen

45

306

Educating Europe

ELSN

60

403

A proposal for the
withdrawal of smalldenomination euro
coins

Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya
(JNC) | Fédération des Étudiants
Libéraux (FEL) | Jonge Democraten (JD)
/ Meritxell Vicheto Anguela

53

4

501

Creation of a "studententrepreneur" status in all
European countries

Jeunes MR - FEL - Jong VLD

68

502

The Social Union

Radikal Ungdom

40

801

Connecting Regions

Ógra Fianna Fáil

52

901

Tackling propaganda and false
news

ERPY, LY, LLY, AY, JNC, VU, IMS
Igor Caldeira - Gaspar Shabad

57

902

Resolution on Cyprus
reunification process

LUF, SU

66

8. Annual Report 2016 and debate
President Sissel Kvist presents the annual report 2016.
Q&A:
Q1: Anouk van Brug (JOVD) asks how we are going to make sure that pro-European voice will be
adopted by non-EU people?
A1: President Sissel Kvist answered that LYMEC improved its social media communication in order to
make more engaging messages which are easy to be understood. LYMEC also engages MEPs to social
media communication.
Q2: Laura Neijenhuis (JD) asks if there are other potential partners that we can cooperate with?
A2: President Sissel Kvist answered that Lymec has good relations with our current partners and
networks. Lymec is always open to work with new partners but there is no new partner at the
moment. Presiedent Sissel Kvist asks for tips.
Q3: Anna Abrahamsson (SU) asks about Cap Group which finished its work at the congress in autumn
2016. What is the roadmap afterwards? And regarding MEPs: are there any topic that LYMEC has
raised that have been moved forward?
A3: Policy Officer Lena Höglund regarding the working groups says that nothing more happened after
the congress. Regarding MEPs: In LYMEC’s newest campaign is a concrete action to approach directly
MEPs.
Campaign and Communications Officer Edgaras Mascinskas presents the series “In dialogue with”
which is an interview series with MEPs. The main goal of this discussion with MEPs is to put out our
interests and build relationships with MEPs.
Secretary General Danica Vihinen answers that the office is being asked by MEPs for comments,
opinions and amendments for resolutions they are working on in the European Parliament. One of
the most active in this field is MEP Ilhan Kyuchyuch. The mentioned campaign can help us to reach
out to more MEPs.
9. Debate about the Secretary General report
Secretary General Danica Vihinen’s Q&A ahead of Bureau reports.
Q&A
Q1: Laura Neijenhuis (JD) is asking if MOs can be involved more in the European Youth Forum.
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A1: Secretary General Danica Vihinen answers that there are many ways how to be involved. First of
all, LYMEC should be better in sending information and invitations to MOs for their events. However,
participation at General Assembly is reserved for Bureau and the LYMEC office as we have only two
spots.
Q2: Anouk van Brug (JOVD) is asking about the relationship with the youth in Cyprus. Then she
pointed out that JOVD wanted to visit the LYMEC office but the meeting was held at the ALDE office
instead.
A2: Secretary General Danica Vihinen says that LYMEC is in contact with the youth in Cyprus. Because
of financial issues, they are not members of LYMEC but their mother party is member of ALDE.
Regarding the JOVD visit in Brussels, Danica Vihinen says that it must be a miscommunication
because LYMEC office is situated at the ALDE office.
10. Debate about the Bureau reports
Chair invited the whole Bureau up on stage to answer all questions from the Congress.
Q&A
Q1: LYMEC Auditor Hans Maes is concerned about spending money on Alumni Network.
A1: Vice President Svenja Hahn answers that the legal work is more complicated than we thought.
Q2: LYMEC Auditor Hans Maes has a statement that it was unnecessary to speak about elections.
A2: Digital Officer Kevin Tammearu answers that he hopes that members will be nominating their
selves and their colleagues.
Q3: LYMEC Auditor Hans Maes asks if a tool kit already exists. If yes, where it can be found and will it
be discussed at the congress?
A3: Trainings officer Sergiu Boghean answers that the tool kit exists but it is not public yet. Member
organisations will be asked to upload some pictures and videos.
Campaign and Communications Officer Edgaras Mascinskas adds that there are going to be two tool
kits. They are available for LYMEC’s members only and they are not public right now.
Q4: Anna Abrahamsson (SU) says that LYMEC Digital Officer states in his report that from April to
November 2016 he was struggling to put forward a culture of innovation in the organisation. She
wants to know if he found any solution or if MOs can help somehow.
A4: Digital Officer Kevin Tammearu answers that people see a lot of digitalisation as a goal and not a
tool. He asks MOs for inputs regarding the digitalisation: What is our aim and how we can work to
reach it?
Q5: Jorge de Jesus (IMS) asks the Digital Officer if he would be willing to help IMS with easier voting
process during their pre-congress meeting.
A5: Digital Officer Kevin Tammearu agreed to help. He highlights that the first step is always to
identify needs.
Q6: Marit van der Pol (JOVD) states that they found report of Treasurer Marijn de Pagter very handy.
The suggests that the rest of the Bureau can use the same format next time.
A6: The Bureau agreed.
Q7: Zeneda Feratllari (IMS) asks about Trainings officer Sergiu Boghean’s work in Balkan.
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A7: Trainings officer Sergiu Boghean lists his activities at Balkan and he says he is looking forward to
work more in this direction in order to get more contacts with countries under his responsibilities.
No other Q&A.
11. ALDE Party Congress 2016: Report from the delegation
Policy Officer Lena Höglund reports on LYMEC’s delegation to ALDE Party Congress.
Chair thanks for fantastic work of the delegation.
12. Approval of the external auditor
Treasurer Marijn de Pagter presents the work of the external auditor. LYMEC is satisfied with the
company and wants to continue work together.
Congress accepts.
13. Finances
• 2016 Financial Report including statement from the External Auditor
Treasurer Marijn de Pagter presents 2016 financial report.
Q&A
Q1: Boudewijn Bischop (JOVD) asks where does come from one cent registered in general income.
A1: Treasurer Marijn de Pagter and Secretary General Danica Vihinen answer that we sold a book on
Amazon for €5,01.
Q2: Benjamin Fievet (IMS) asks why LYMEC moved €10 000 from the book.
A2: Treasurer Marijn de Pagter explains that LYMEC is still waiting for this money to be sent by
European Commission. The auditor advised to remove the amount until we will be sure we will get
the money.
Secretary General Danica Vihinen explains that LYEMC got an operation grant from Erasmus+, 80% of
the grant is usually paid during the year. The remaining 20% (which is €10 000) is sent after
organisation submits a report. This was done by LYMEC, Secretary General Danica Vihinen signed
papers but there was a problem as not her but a former Secretary General was stated as an official
representative of LYMEC. It is also unsure if LYMEC gets the full amount of money or less.
Q3: Tim Roushop (JD) why did not LYMEC adjust the budget according to the new invoices?
A3: Treasurer Marijn de Pagter answers that we did not get the recommendation from the auditor
before. However, everything is listed in the report even though it is not in the bookkeeping.
Q4: Boudewijn Bisschop (JOVD) asks why LYMEC is in negative numbers on the post when it was said
that the auditor is not expensive?
A4: Treasurer Marijn de Pagter says it is because the budget was lowered during the Autumn
Congress 2016.
Q5: Boudewijn Bisschop (JOVD) asks what is LYMEC going to do with Estonian company which owes
€4 000.
A5: Treasurer Marijn de Pagter answers that our contact in Estonia have contacted the company but
without any results. If it will be necessary, LYMEC will consider a legal action on the company.
•

Financial report January – May 2017
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Treasurer Marijn de Pagter presents report for 2017 January – May.
No Q&A.
•

Requests for reduced membership fee and payment plans
Treasurer Marijn de Pagter asks if the Congress has any objections towards MOs which submitted
proposal for reduced fee:
Mladi LDP, Serbia
LiDeM, Macedonia
MLBiH, Bosnia and Herzegovina
NLSF, Norway
ANC Youth from Armenia and Alliance Youth from Northen Ireland were late with their requests for
reduced fee. Both are put on discussion whether the congress accepts their applications.
Q1: Keith Henry (Ógra Fianna Fáil) asks why Alliance Youth asks for reduction fee when they did not
attend the Congress.
A1: Treasurer Marijn de Pagter reads the letter from Alliance Youth.
Q2: The congress wants to know when they submitted the request.
A2: : Treasurer Marijn de Pagter says on 1st May 2017 but it should not matter.
Congress accepts both applications to be discussed.
Mladi LDP, Serbia
Treasurer Marijn de Pagter presents the request of Mladi LDP.
Congress approves.
LiDeM, Macedonia
Secretary General Danica Vihinen presents the situation of LiDeM as they are not present.
Training officer Sergiu Boghean gives recommendation to approve.
Congress approves.
MLBiH, Bosnia and Herzegovina
Sejla Husaric (MLBiH) explains the situation of MLBiH. She stresses that it is not the same to be liberal
in the Netherlands and in Balkan. Their mother party is not in ALDE because of financial issues and
that is the reason why the mother party cannot help them.
Point of order: LYMEC Auditor Hans Maes propose to have the same symbolic fee of €1 as there are
many organisations with similar situation.
Secretary General Danica Vihinen corrects that the symbolic fee is usually €10.
LYMEC Auditor Hans Maes withdrawn the proposal.
Congress approves.
NLSF, Norway
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Linn Skyum (NLSF) presents their request. Organisation was dysfunctional in 2014 and 2015 and
finances were out of control. New bureau started to rebuild the organisation but they have very
limited budget.
Treasurer Marijn de Pagter comments that the organisation has paid the 2015 and 2016 fees.
Congress approves.
ANC Youth, Armenia
Treasurer Marijn de Pagter explains the situation of ANC Youth as they are coming later for the
congress.
Congress approves.
Alliance Youth, Northern Ireland
Treasurer Marijn de Pagter explains the situation of Alliance Youth.
Q1: James Doyle (Ógra Fianna Fáil) asks if this will be an ongoing reduction.
A1: Treasurer Marijn de Pagter says that the congress cannot decide for future reduction fees and if
they would like to reduce their fee again, they have to apply every year.
Vice President Svenja Hahn gives recommendation to approve.
Congress approves.
•

Internal Auditors’ Report
The internal Auditors Hans Maes and Niklas Milthers presented their report.
No Q&A

•

Revised Financial Protocol
This point was removed.
Congress Chair Eoin Ó Nialláin suggests to discuss point 19 - Reports on Working Groups as we have
still some time left.
(19.) Reports from Working Groups
Working Group on Populism
Jorge de Jesus (IMS) says that this WG was set right after Brexit. The WG have come up with a draft
strategy for tackling populism in Europe and proposal which will be circulated among MOs and the
Bureau. Jorge de Jesus (IMS) notes that they are expecting feedback.
No Q&A
Working Group on ELSN:
Marina Sedlo (LHG) says that they worked on the resolution which will be presented on this congress.
The WG had meeting to define what will be their agenda for next year. She asks people to join them.
Q&A
Q1: LYMC Auditor Hans Maes asks if there is any connection between ELSN and ELSF?
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A1: Marina Sedlo (LHG) says that they work only with LYMEC.
President Sissel Kvist adds that LYMEC is looking for possibilities to work together.
Lukas Schweiger (IMS) explains that ELSF is not a political organisation and it has no public money. He
explains differences between the organisations.
Working Group on Statues
President Sissel Kvist presents all challenges of the congress: vote distribution at the congress, lack of
time, need of statues update.
No Q&A
Chair Eoin Ó Nialláin suggests to discuss ahead also the point Suspension of membership and
disaffiliations.
•

Suspension of membership and disaffiliations
(This was discussed on Friday together with Finances)
Youth of NMSP (Bulgaria)
Treasurer Marijn de Pagter presents his proposals to disaffiliate this organisation.
Congress approves.
MLD (Slovenia)
Treasurer Marijn de Pagter presents his proposals to disaffiliate this organisation.
Congress approves.
Mladí liberáli (Slovakia)
Treasurer Marijn de Pagter presents his proposals to disaffiliate this organisation on Autumn
Congress 2017. The organisation will be contacted and invoiced for this year.
Congress has no objection.
JFS (Switzerland)
Treasurer Marijn de Pagter presents his proposals to disaffiliate this organisation.
Congress approves.
End of the first day of the Congress.
At the beginning of the second day of the Congress, Secretary General Danica Vihinen did the second
roll call:
Present

Organisation

Country

Joves Liberals d'Andorra

Andorra

3

Armenian National Movement Youth

Armenia

absent

JUNOS

Austria

3

Civil Forum Belarus

Belarus

absent

Jeunes MR

Belgium

10

1
0

Jong VLD

Belgium

6

Fédération des Etudiants Libéraux

Belgium

4

Mladi Liberali Bosne i Hercegovine

Bosna and Herzegovina

3

Youth Movement for Rights and
Freedoms

Bulgaria

Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya

Catalunya

Istrian Democratic Youth

Croatia

Mladi Hrvatske Narodne Stranke Liberalni Demokrati

Croatia

Mladi hrvatski liberali

Croatia

Radical Ungdom

Denmark

5

Venstres Ungdom

Denmark

absent

Estonian Reform Party Youth

Estonia

6

Estonian Centre Party Youth

Estonia

absent

Keskustan Opiskelijaliitto

Finland

4

Suomen Keskustanuoret

Finland

8

Swedish Youth

Finland

6

Bundesverband Liberaler
Hochschulgruppen

Germany

5

Junge Liberale

Germany

10

Gibraltar Liberal Youth - GLY

Gibraltar

absent

Ógra Fianna Fáil

Ireland

8

Attīstībai Youth

Latvia

3

Lietuvos liberalus jaunimas

Lithuania

Jonk Demokraten

Luxembourg

LIDEM Macedonia

Macedonia

Liberal Youth of Moldova

Moldova

4

Jonge Democraten

Netherlands

7

Jongeren Organisatie Vrijheid en
Democratie

Netherlands

6

Norges Unge Vestre

Norway

5

Projekt:Polska

Poland

1
1

10
6
absent
absent
absent

absent
3
absent

absent

absent

Mladi LDP

Serbia

Centerpartiets Ungdomsförbund

Sweden

6

Centerstudenter

Sweden

4

Liberala Ungdomsförbundet

Sweden

5

European Youth of Ukraine

Ukraine

absent

Liberal Youth

United Kingdom

7

IMS Zeneda Feratllari

Albania

1

IMS Benjamin Fievet

France

1

IMS Jorge de Jesus

Portugal

1
150

Total
Quorum 1 / 3

50

Majority 1 / 2

75
100

Qualified majority 2 / 3

14. Membership issues
• Applications for associate membership
Simona Mohmsson, Congress Chair, presents the process:
There are five applications for membership. The floor will be first given to the applicants, questions
and answers will follow. Afterwards, the applicants leave the room and an internal debate will follow
as well as a vote on the matter.
Mladé ANO, Czech Republic
The representatives, Jiří Till and Markéta Plesníková, presented the organisation, their history and
the values it is based upon. They emphasized the importance of seeing their politics from a Czech
perspective because of the current and historical situation.
Q1: Jorge de Jesus (IMS) asks about their views on LGBT-rights and the refugee crisis.
A1: The representatives reply that they support LGBT-rights but the current situation is forcing them
to focus on other issues. Concerning the refugee crisis, the elder generation in the country is very
much against immigration but the country could be able to accept a small number of refugees.
Q2: Malthe Rudbjerg (Radikal Ungdom) asks what is their relationship to their mother party. He also
asks what their opinion on European integration is.
A2: The representatives reply that they are separate organisations, they have 70-75% in common
with their mother party. They have a dialog with the party about what they can and cannot agree on
and where their focus should be and their needs. They want to be more integrated in the EU, despite
the negative debate in the country.
Q3: Joar Forssell (LUF) asks them to evoke on Q1. He also asks what their policy on gender equality is.
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A3: The representatives reply that they are trying to involve women more in politics and they believe
men and women should have equal rights. They want to encourage young people and women
foremost to engage more in politics. They do not have any concrete policies on these areas. Instead
they are focusing on establishing their organisation that was founded two years ago. During the
summer, they hope to form more policies at their congress.
Q4: Karolijn Olde Reuver of Briel (JD) asks about why they ask for profession/background when one
applies for membership?
A4: The representatives reply that they do that in order to be able to match members with jobs or
positions within the party.
Q5: Jorens Apfelbaums (Attistibai Youth) asks how they plan to reach increase LGBT- rights in their
country.
A5: The representatives reply that they need to get at common stand, and that they need to affect
their mother party to take the issue more seriously.
Q6: Keith Henry (Ógra Fianna Fáil) asks if their mother part is pro LGTB marriages.
A6: The representatives reply that yes, they are, but in the Czech Republic they need to prioritize
other issues.
Q7: Keith Henry (Ógra Fianna Fáil) asks if it is in their policy book.
A7: The representatives reply that yes, their policy book states what everyone have equal rights.
Q8: Chloe Hutchinson (Liberal Youth) asks what their views on transgender rights are. She also asks
about their policies to tackle climate changes.
A8: The representatives reply that as they said before all people are equal that include trans people.
They don’t see climate change as their priority at the moment, it is however an important issue.
Q9: Robert Steffens (CUF) asks about the relationship with their mother party. He also asks whether
the youth wing is able to totally disagree with the mother party without being pressured.
A9: The representatives reply that if they were to disagree they would have no problem to discuss it
with their mother party.
Q10: Florian Zeiml (JuLis) asks about the issue with corruption in the country and if that really hinder
the party to focus on equal rights.
A10: The representatives reply that they are hoping that will focus more on policy. They hope to push
their mother party on these issues and less focus on the situation with corruption.
Q11: Gaspar Shabad (Estonian Reform Party Youth) asks what their ideological focus is.
A11: The representatives reply that the youth wing are liberals oriented to the right though the
mother party is more centre liberal.
Internal discussion after which the membership was put to a vote. Membership approved.
Pro 102
Against 34
UDI Jeunes, France
The organisation sent a video presentation as their president cannot attend.
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Benjamin Fievet (IMS) delegates his vote to Zeneda Feratllari (IMS) since he is a member of the
applying organisation and will answer the questions on UDI Jeunes behalf.
Q1: Marina Sedlo (LHG) asks what they think of the political landscape in France at the moment and
if the organisation will still exist in a year. She also asks how they explain that they supported Fillion
in the presidential elections since he is against LGBT-rights.
A1: The representative replies that they generally are allied with the right and therefore they
supported Fillion in the election. They are - as a party - however pro-marriage equality.
Q2: Katka Cseh (IMS) asks if the organisation will show up on future LYMEC-events since they are not
present at the LYMEC congress when they are an applicant for associate membership.
A2: The representative replies that the organisation had planned to attend the congress this
weekend but exams made it impossible. They plan to attend the next congress instead.
Q3: Jorge de Jesus (IMS) asks about their views on LGTB rights and the refugee crisis.
A3: The representative replies that the youth wing is pro LGBT-rights. They are also pro reforming
immigration laws on a European level.
Q4: Andrew Martin (Liberal Youth) asks where the party stands on corruption?
A4: The representative answers that they are against the corruption. Laws are changing all the time
and the situation is improving.
Q5: Tim Roushop (JD) asks what their relationship to their mother party is like.
A5: The representative replies that they are not a separate organisation from their mother party as
most political youth organisations in France.
Q6: Joar Forssell (LUF) asks about their stand on gender equality.
A6: The representative replies that they are completely pro-gender equality. They have a women’s
network within the party which focuses on related issues.
Internal discussion after which the membership was put to a vote. Membership approved.
Pro 142
Against 3
Benjamin Fievet (IMS) is now once again in possession of his voting rights.
Youth Forum Naša stranka, Bosnia-Herzegovina
The representatives, Lamija Tiro and Ahmed Kosovac, presented the organisation.
Q1: Chloe Hutchinson (Liberal Youth) asks how they are able to influence their mother party and
what policies they find most important.
A1: The representative replies that they have a seat in the board of their mother party and if they
want policies to be adopted they present them there.
Q2: Víctor Solé Ferioli (JNC) asks about their stands on EU integration.
A2: The representative replies that they are pro-EU cooperation and want Bosnia-Herzegovina to
become a member of the EU.
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Q3: Laura Neijenhuis (JD) asks about their statues which says that members of the organisation who
are between 16-18 years old are not able to be elected into the presidency. She also asked why their
presidency consists of 20 members.
A3: The representative replies the reason is that underage members are unable to make decisions or
be elected. However, they are allowed to be involved in the organisation.
Q4: Lukas Schweiger (IMS) ask what the relationship is like between them and MLBiH, which is
another liberal party in Bosnia-Herzegovina. He also asks how to overcome the ethnic deadlock in
Bosnia-Herzegovina.
A4: The representative replies that the other party struggle internally and therefore needs to focus
on that. The party wants the party to represent the population. It is a core issue to change the
constitution and to make Bosnia-Herzegovina a country for everyone no matter on ethnical
background.
Q5: James Doyle (Ógra Fianna Fáil) asks what the structure of the organisation looks like, and
whether they would like to work independently from their mother party.
A5: The representative replies that they do want to be more independent from the mother party,
economically as an example. The statues where made when they were a newly formed organisation.
The mother party has been positive towards similar changes.
Internal discussion after which the membership was put to a vote. Membership approved.
Pro 150 Against 0
Abstain 0
Young Liberals, Greece
The representatives, Natalia Grammenos and Georgios Marinos Papanikolaou, present their
organisation.
Q1 Víctor Solé Ferioli (JNC) asks them to explain their ideological stands and policies. He also asks
what kind of activities they have.
A1: The representatives reply that they believe in free market, democracy, human and civil rights.
They organize LibLabs (seminars) to create a grassroots movement to develop more policy. They
have visited the five major cities, to collect voices of liberals in Greece.
Q2: Joar Forssell (LUF) asks what are your view on the relationship between Greece and Macedonia.
A2. The representative replies that the Greece relationship with Macedonia is a foreign policy issue
which the organisation doesn´t focus on.
Q3 André Eduard Gruber (Junos Junge Liberale Neos) asks about their stand on minorities in Greece.
A3: The representatives replies that there are no ethnic minorities in Greece and that they don't see
the necessity to create separate movements for different ethnic groups.
Q4: Aurian Delli Pizzi (Jeunes MR) asks how are they going to make people in Greece love Europe. He
also asks how they will handle economic situation in Greece?
A4: The representative replies that they view themselves as a core in the EU although they have to
re-establish their relationship with the union. The economic crisis has put them in the current
situation and the country need more political debate to realize the value of EU.
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Q5: Dickson Junior (IMS) asks what their concept of the economy in Greece is in the future.
A5: The representatives reply that the system of taxation in Greece is very unequal and that the
country needs a big tax reform, among others, to solve the economic issues.
Q6: Jorge de Jesus (IMS) asks about their views on LGTB rights and the refugee crisis.
A6: The representatives reply that they want to help refugees with the support of EU but they find
the situation in the country difficult. The organization is in full support of the LGBT-agenda and they
are happy about the progresses being made in the country.
Q7: Boudewijn Bisschop (JOVD) asks what are their position on reforms concerning the Greek debt to
the EU.
A7: The representative replies that they want to pay back the debt. They welcome reforms and tools
to help them make this happen and that they believe that Greece hopefully will be able pay back
their debt in 10-20 years.
Q8: Lukas Schweiger (IMS) asks if they are willing to support a compromise on the name issues with
Macedonia, to help them integrate with the EU. He also asks how they will sell the hard reforms of
free market reforms and privatizations in a country that has been very resistant.
A8: The representatives reply that they don't think Greece creates barriers for Macedonia and
believe that the name dispute should soon be resolved. Also, good examples of privatization, as the
privatization of Greek airports, will be the key to get people to agree with the hard reforms that are
necessary in the country.
Q9: Zeneda Feratllari (IMS) asks why it is so hard for Albanians to get citizenship in Greece, and she
wants to know their view on this topic.
A9: The representatives reply that they don't think that the Albanians in Greece are more affected
than others and many small groups has difficulties getting Greek citizenships.
Internal discussion after which the membership was put to a vote. Membership approved.
Pro:141
Against:0
Abstain: 9
Nowoczesna Youth, Poland
The representative, Rafal Kuzmicki, presents the organization.
Q1: Jorge de Jesus (IMS) asks about their views on LGTB rights and the refugee crisis.
A1: The representative replies that they are the only party in parliament that is pro LGTB-rights. They
are lobbing civil unions as a first step on the way to marriage equality. They are the only party
supporting refugees in Poland. Poland has a strongly conservative society, and their party are the
only ones opposing that.
Q2: Chloe Hutchinson (Liberal Youth) asks if they are pro-choice. She also asks if the protests for
abortion rights proved to be beneficial.
A2: The representative replies that they are pro -choice although they now have supported the
compromise in the parliament. The organization and its members were involved in the protests all
over the country.
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Q3: Aurian Delli Pizzi (Jeunes MR) asks why their statues states that a member needs to have Polish
nationality to join the organization.
A3: The representative replies that if you want to be involved in politics in Poland you need to be a
citizen, and that is the reason it is in their statues.
Q4: Cecilia Baggesen-Gyllunger (LUF) asks what are their stands on secularism, given that Poland is a
very catholic country.
A4: The representative replies that Poland is not as catholic as people say and the organization
supports the separation between church and state.
Internal discussion after which the membership was put to a vote. Membership approved.
Pro:144
Against: 0
•

Applications for full membership
There is no application for a full membership.

•

Suspension of membership and disaffiliations
(This was discussed on Friday)
Video messages by:
Hans Van Baalen, President of the ALDE Party
Hans Stein, Director of FNF Europe
Sussanne Hartig, Executive Director of ELF

15. Election of the Delegation for ALDE Party Congress
Congress Chair Simona Mohmasson presents the process: We will elect 10 persons to our delegation
for the ALDE Party Congress. We will also elect two extras. Each candidate will get 1 minute to
present him or herself.
The candidates that has been nominated, in order of nomination:
1.
Mitja Schulz, JuLis
2.
Alistair Spearing, JNC
3.
Marina Sedlo, LHG
4.
Alexander Björn Jensen, RU
5.
Benjamin Fievet, IMS
6.
Lena Höglund, LYMEC Bureau
7.
Gyulfie Arnaudova, YMRF
8.
Keith Henry, Ógra FF
9.
Chloe Hutchinson, LY
10. Gaspar Shabad, ERPY
11. Laura Neijenhuis, JD
12. Lukas Schweiger, IMS
13. Marit van der Pol, JOVD
14. Johanna Mantere, Svensk Ungdom
15. Hans Maes, Jong VLD
The candidates present themselves.
The vote is open for one hour from 12.45 to 13.45, the vote is for 10 candidates.
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The Chair suggests to discuss reports from Member Organisations before lunch.
Reports from Member Organisations
• JNC presented their report.
• Aurian Delli Pizzi presented the report of Jeune MR.
• Alexander Bjørn Jensen presented the report of Radikal Ungdom.
• Laura Neijenhuis presented the report of JD.
• Fédération des Etudiants Libéraux presented their report.
• Gaspar Shabad presented the report of Estonian Reform Party youth.
• Mitja Schulz presents the report of JuLis.
• Young Liberals of UK presented their report.
• James Doyle presented the report of Ogra Fianna Fail.
• Eva Tovmasyan presented the report of ANC Youth.
• Jorge de Jesus presented the report of the IMS.
• Marina Sedlo presented the report of Bundesverband Liberaler Hochschulgruppen.
• Robert Steffens presented the report of CUF.
• Norges Unge Venstre presented their report.
• Johanna Mantere presented the report of Svensk Ungdom.
• Joar Forsell presented the report of LUF.
• Noora Hammar presented the report of KeNu
• Niina Ojala presented the report of KOL.
• Sofia Molin presented the report of Centerstudenter.

16. Announcement of the elected Delegates for ALDE Party Congress
Chair announces elected delegates for ALDE Party Congress and two substitutes:

Elected:
Marina Sedlo, LHG
Lena Höglund, LYMEC Bureau
Gyulfie Arnaudova, YMRF
Alistair Spearing, JNC
Hans Maes, Jong VLD
Mitja Schulz, JuLis
Gaspar Shabad, ERPY
Keith Henry, Ã“gra FF
Alexander BjÃ¶rn Jensen, RU
Laura Neijenhuis, JD

140
132
131
130
127
115
114
104
96
96

Substitutes:
Marit van der Pol, JOVD
Johanna Mantere, Svensk Ungdom

82
80

Not elected:
Benjamin Fievet, IMS
Chloe Hutchinson, LY
Lukas Schweiger, IMS

65
56
32
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Secretary General Danica Vihinen proceeds with the third roll call.
Present

Organisation

Country

Joves Liberals d'Andorra

Andorra

3

Armenian National Movement Youth

Armenia

absent

JUNOS

Austria

3

Civil Forum Belarus

Belarus

absent

Jeunes MR

Belgium

10

Jong VLD

Belgium

6

Fédération des Etudiants Libéraux

Belgium

4

Mladi Liberali Bosne i Hercegovine

Bosna and Herzegovina

3

Youth Movement for Rights and
Freedoms

Bulgaria

Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya

Catalunya

Istrian Democratic Youth

Croatia

Mladi Hrvatske Narodne Stranke Liberalni Demokrati

Croatia

Mladi hrvatski liberali

Croatia

Radical Ungdom

Denmark

5

Venstres Ungdom

Denmark

absent

Estonian Reform Party Youth

Estonia

6

Estonian Centre Party Youth

Estonia

absent

Keskustan Opiskelijaliitto

Finland

4

Suomen Keskustanuoret

Finland

8

Swedish Youth

Finland

6

Bundesverband Liberaler
Hochschulgruppen

Germany

5

Junge Liberale

Germany

10

Gibraltar Liberal Youth - GLY

Gibraltar

absent

Ógra Fianna Fáil

Ireland

8

Attīstībai Youth

Latvia

3

Lietuvos liberalus jaunimas

Lithuania

Jonk Demokraten

Luxembourg

1
9

10
6
absent
absent
absent

absent
3

absent

LIDEM Macedonia

Macedonia

Liberal Youth of Moldova

Moldova

4

Jonge Democraten

Netherlands

7

Jongeren Organisatie Vrijheid en
Democratie

Netherlands

6

Norges Unge Vestre

Norway

5

Projekt:Polska

Poland

absent

Mladi LDP

Serbia

absent

Centerpartiets Ungdomsförbund

Sweden

6

Centerstudenter

Sweden

4

Liberala Ungdomsförbundet

Sweden

5

European Youth of Ukraine

Ukraine

absent

Liberal Youth

United Kingdom

7

IMS Zeneda Feratllari

Albania

1

IMS Benjamin Fievet

France

1

IMS Jorge de Jesus

Portugal

1
150

Total
Quorum 1 / 3

50

Majority 1 / 2

75
100

Qualified majority 2 / 3

1. Bureau proposal
Lukas Schweiger (IMS) presents new statues of LYMEC.
Amendment 1
No Q&A
Congress accepts.
Amendment 2
No Q&A
Amendment 3
Q1: Malthe Rugbjerg (Radical Ungdom) comments that it is not necessary for a member of the
congress to be 18 years.
A1: President Sissel Kvist answers that it was decided that we only accept participants 18 years older
as it is more practical regarding for example traveling.
Amendment 3 put on specific vote.
Congress accepts.
Amendment 4
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No Q&A
Amendment 5
No Q&A
Amendment 6
No Q&A
Amendment 7
No Q&A
Amendment 8
No Q&A
The whole proposal put on vote.
Congress accepts.
Point of order: Laura Neijenhuis (JD) objects that there were missing amendments from JD.
Secretary General Danica Vihinen did not receive amendments. Laura Neijenhuis (JD) is sending them
one more time.
Congress votes on if JD’s are going to be taken in consideration.
Congress accepts.
Amendment 9
Accepted by mover.
The whole proposal put on vote.
Congress accepts.
Point of order: Hans Meas (Jong VLD) objects that the congress did not receive an email with updated
amendments.
Vice President Svenja Hahn replies that there is not a procedure for that.
Secretary General Danica Vihinen says she will send the email.
2. Resolutions
Congress Chair Diana Van opens Resolutions. Resolutions are going to be discussed in elected order.
Digital Officer Kevin Tammearu presents voting toll for resolutions.
Joint Degree Programmes integration in Erasmus +
Bàlint Gyévai and John De Coster (FEL) presents the resolution.
Boudewijn Bisschop (JOVD) speaks against.
Mina Hanna (JOVD) speaks against.
Point of order: Laura Neijenhuis (JD) suggest to vote for each amendment first and then for the
whole resolution with accepted amendments.
Congress accepts.
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Amendment 1
Francesca Pace (Jeunes MR) presents the amendment.
Accepted by mover.
Amendment 2
Accepted by mover.
Amendment 3
Withdrawn by mover.
Amendment 4
Accepted by mover.
Amendment 5
Accepted by mover.
Amendment 6
Accepted by mover.
Amendment 7
Accepted by mover.
Amendment 8
Dennis van Driel (JD) presents the amendment.
Chloe Hutchinson (Liberal Youth) asks a question.
Bàlint Gyévai (FEL) answers the question.
Amendment put on vote.
Congress accepts.
AMENDMENT 9
Accepted by mover.
Amendment 10
Bàlint Gyévai (FEL) explains that this amendment is not relevant. False because of Amendment 8.
The whole proposal is put on discussion.
Mina Hanna (JOVD) speaks against.
Dennis van Driel (JD) speaks in favour.
Johannes Dallheimer (LHG) speaks in favour.
Chloe Hutchinson (Liberal Youth) speaks in favour.
Fintan Pheland (Ógra Fianna Fáil) speaks in favour.
Boudewijn Bisschop (JOVD) speaks against.
Bàlint Gyévai (FEL) speaks in favour.
John De Coster (FEL) speaks in favour.
Mina Hanna (JOVD) speaks against.
John De Coster (FEL) suggests to make a new resolution on this topic together with JOVD.
The whole proposal put on vote.
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Congress accepts.
Moving the European Union Forward Together
Policy Officer Lena Höglund presents the resolution on behalf of LYMEC Bureau.
The resolution is put on vote.
No Q&A.
Amendment 1
Anouk van Brug (JOVD) presents the amendment.
The amendment is put on discussion.
Policy Officer Lena Höglund speaks against.
Alistair Ian Spearing Ortiz (JNC) speaks against.
Jorge de Jesus (IMS) speaks against.
Policy Officer Lena Höglund speaks against.
Carl Cevin-Key Coste speaks against.
The amendment put on vote.
Not accepted by the congress.
Point of order: Hans Maes (Jong VLD) speaks against reduced time for discussion.
Congress approved.
Amendment 2
Accepted by mover.
Amendment 3
Withdrawn by mover.
Amendment 4
Laura Neijenhuis (JD) presents the amendment.
The amendment is put on discussion.
Víctor Solé Ferioli (JNC) speaks in favour.
Policy Officer Lena Höglund speaks in favour and asks to put the amendment on vote.
The amendment is put on vote.
Congress accepts.
Amendment 5
Aurian Delli Pizzi (Jeunes MR) presents the amendment.
Policy Officer Lena Höglund speaks against.
The amendment is put on vote.
The amendment is not taken.
Amendment 6
Accepted by mover.
Amendment 7
Accepted by mover.
Amendment 8
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Accepted by mover.
Amendment 9
Alistair Ian Spearing Ortiz (JNC) presents the amendment.
The amendment is put on discussion.
Laura Neijenhuis (JD) speaks against voting because it would be contradictory.
Anna Abrahamsson (SU) asks secretariat to check amendments beforehand to see if they are
cibtradictory as the congress did not receive amendments in advance.
Secretary General Danica Vihinen answers than there should be a deadline for amendments.
Vice President Svenja Hahn answers that the congress needs to follow instructions. For the next
congress, the deadline for amendmens will be a week before the congress.
Open discussion on how the congress should vote on this amendment.
Policy Officer Lena Höglund suggests to delete the entire resolution or put it back in WG to be
discussed.
Lukas Schweiger (IMS) proposes to allow a new amendment and pause the discussion for this
resolution for a while.
Chloe Hutchinson (Liberal Youth) speaks in favour of Lukas Schwiger’s proposal.
Lukas Schweiger’s proposal is put on vote.
Congress accepts.
Discussion on this resolution is paused.
Creation of a "student-entrepreneur" status in all European countries
Pierre Brassinne (Jeunes MR) presents the resolution.
The amendment is put on discussion.
Lukas Schweiger (IMS) speaks against.
Gaspar Shabad (ERPY) speaks in favour.
Boudewijn Bisschop (JOVD) speaks in favour.
Hans Maes (Jong VLD) speaks in favour.
Pierre Brassinne (Jeunes MR) speaks in favour.
Amendment 1
Accepted by mover.
Amend 2
Accepted by mover.
Amendment 3
Accepted by mover.
Amendment 4
Point of order: Laura Neijenhuis (JD) asks to rank Amendment 6 before this amendment because
they are in conflict.
Congress accepts raking Amendment 6 before Amendment 4.
Amendment 6
Laura Neijenhuis (JD) presents the amendment.
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Point of order: Benjamin Fievet (IMS) proposes to vote for bot amendments in the same time.
Congress accepts.
Point of order : Aurian Delli Pizzi (Jeunes MR) wants to open the floor for debate.
Julia Hirsch (JuLis) speaks in favour of Amendment 6.
Amendment 4 and Amendment 6 put on vote:
Congress accepts both.
Amendment 5
Gaspar Shabad (ERPY) presents the amendment.
Amendment put on discussion.
Aurian Delli Pizzi (Jeunes MR) speaks against.
Laura Neijenhuis (JD) speaks against.
The amendment is put on vote.
Not taken.
Amendment 7
Julia Hirsch (JuLis) presents the amendment.
The amendment is put on discussion.
Aurian Delli Pizzi (Jeunes MR) speaks against.
Laura Neijenhuis (JD) speaks in favour.
Hans Maes (Jong VLD) speaks against.
Chloe Hutchinson (Liberal Youth) asks for clarification.
Laura Neijenhuis (JD) answers.
Julia Hirsch (JuLis) speaks in favour.
Eyk von Steinmetz (JuLis) speaks in favour.
Boudewijn Bisschop (JOVD) speaks against.
Johannes Dallheimer (LHG) speaks in favour.
Chloe Hutchinson (Liberal Youth) speaks against.
Closing of speaker list.
The amendment is put on vote.
Not taken.
The whole proposal is put on discussion.
No Q&A.
The whole proposal is put on vote.
Congress accepts.
Resolutions are paused by greetings from our colleagues from other political party youth
organisations:
Arba Kokalari, Vice president, Youth of the European People's Party (YEPP)
Antoine Carrette, President, Young Democrats for Europe (YDE)
Anders Rehnberg, Vice President, International Federation of Liberal Youth (IFLRY)
Kasper Vanpoucke, Vice president, Young European Socialists (YES)
The paused resolution Moving European Union forward together is going to be discussed.
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Laura Neijenhuis (JD) presents changed amendment.

Amendment 9
Point of order: Policy Officer Lena Höglund asks for a discussion on the amendment and asks the
congress to vote on it.
The Amendment 9 is put on discussion.
Hans Mease (Jong VLD) asks for clarification.
Laura Neijenhuis (JD) clarifies the amendment.
Hans Mease (Jong VLD) speaks against.
Laura Neijenhuis (JD) speaks in favour.
Alistair Ian Spearing Ortiz (JNC) speaks in favour.
The amendment is put on vote.
Congress accepts.

Amendment 10
Withdrawn by mover.
Amendment 11
Withdrawn by mover.

Amendment 12
Accepted by mover.
The whole proposal is put on vote.
Congress accepts.
Resolution on Cyprus reunification process
Anders Rehnberg (LUF) presents the resolution.
Point of order: Keith Henry (Ógra Fianna Fáil) proposes a motion and asks to correct a fact-error in
resolution.
Keith Henry’s propose of a new amendment is put on vote.
Congress accepts.
Keith Henry’s new amendment is put on vote.
Congress accepts.
Amendment 1 on line 47
Rasmus Rahn (JuLis) presents the amendment.
The amendment is put on discussion.
Lasse Roth (IMS) speaks against.
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Point of order: Chloe Hutchinson (Liberal Youth) says that the compromised is not submitted.
Point of order: Laura Neijenhuis (JD) explains the previous Point of order.
The amendment is put on discussion
Dennis van Driel (JD) speaks against.
Anders Rehnberg (LUF) speaks against.
The amendment is put on vote.
Not taken.
Amendment 2
(same as Amendment 1, removed)
Amendment 3
Accepted by movers.
The whole proposal put on vote.
Congress accepts.
Educating Europe
Marina Sedlo (ELSN) presents the resolution.
The resolution is put on discussion.
No Q&A
Amendment 1
Alistair Ian Spearing Ortiz (JNC) presents amendment.
Marina Sedlo (ELSN) speaks against.
The amendment is put on vote.
Not taken.
Amendment 2
Accepted by mover.
Amendment 3
Alistair Ian Spearing Ortiz (JNC) presents the amendment.
The amendment is put on vote.
Congress accepts.
Amendment 4
Accepted by mover.
Amendment 5
Hans Maes (Jong-VLD) presents the amendment.
The amendment is put on vote.
Congress accepts.
Amendment 6
Hans Maes (Jong-VLD) presents the amendment.
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The amendment is put on discussion.
Bàlint Gyévai (FEL) speaks against.
Hans Maes (Jong-VLD) speaks in favour.
Malthe Rugbjerg (RU) speaks in favour.
Bàlint Gyévai (FEL) speaks against.
Marina Sedlo (ELSN) speaks against.
Joar Forssell (LUF) speaks in favour.
Laura Neijenhuis (JD) speaks in favour.
The amendment is put on vote:
Congress accepts.
Amendment 7
Gaspar Shabad (ERPY) presents the amendment.
The amendment is put on vote:
Congress accepts.
Amendment 8
Laura Neijenhuis (JD) presents the amendment.
Hans Maes (Jong-VLD) speaks against.
Jorge de Jesus (IMS) speaks in favour.
Hans Maes (Jong-VLD) speaks against.
Chloe Hutchinson (Liberal Youth) speaks against.
Elliot Conway (Liberal Youth) speaks in favour.
Keith Ireland Ogra FF In favour.
Katka Cseh (IMS) speaks in favour.
Chloe Hutchinson (Liberal Youth) speaks against.
The amendment is put on vote.
Not taken.
Point of order: Laura Neijenhuis (JD) asks to vote again.
The amendment is put on vote for the second time.
Congress accepts.
Amendment 9
Laura Neijenhuis (JD) presents the amendment.
The amendment is put on discussion.
Hans Maes (Jong-VLD) speaks in favour.
Benjamin Fievet (IMS) speaks in favour.
Marina Sedlo (LHG) speaks against.
Chloe Hutchinson (Liberal Youth) speaks in favour.
The amendment is put on vote.
Congress accepts.
Amendment 10
Víctor Solé Ferioli (JNC) presents the amendment.
The amendment is put on discussion.
Marina Sedlo (LHG) speaks against.
Laura Neijenhuis (JD) speaks against.
Boudewijn Bisschop (JOVD) speaks against.
Jorge de Jesus (IMS) speaks against.
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Chloe Hutchinson (Liberal Youth) speaks against.
Katka Cseh (IMS) speaks against.
Mina Hanna (JOVD) speaks against.
Closing of speakers’ list.
The amendment is put on vote.
Not taken.
Amendent 11
Hans Maes (Jong-VLD) presents the amendment.
The amendment is put on vote.
Congress accepts.
Amendment 12
Hans Maes (Jong-VLD) presents the amendment.
The amendment is put on discussion.
Marina Sedlo (LHG) speaks against.
Hans Maes (Jong-VLD) accepts the point and withdraws the amendment.
The whole proposal is put on vote.
Congress accepts.
Point of order: Laura Neijenhuis (JD) proposes to move the resolution “Licence to heal” after the
resolution “Connecting Regions”.
The Point of order is put on vote. Qualified majority (2 / 3) of votes is needed in order to accept the
proposal.
Not taken.
Resolutions are going to be discussed in elected order.
Tackling propaganda and false news
Gaspar Shabad (ERPY) presents the resolution.
The resolution is put on discussion.
Rasmus Rahn (JuLis) speaks against.
Edgars Lejnieks (Attistibai Youth) speaks in favour.
Dan Aria Sucuri (LUF) speaks against.
Eyk von Steinmetz (JuLis) speaks against.
Gaspar Shabad (ERPY) speaks in favour. He proposes to write a new resolution.
Joar Forssell (LUF) speaks against.
Amendment 1
Hans Maes (Jong-VLD) presents the amendment.
Gaspar Shabad (ERPY) speaks against.
The amendment is put on vote.
Due to a technical issue, the amendment is put on vote again.
Congress accepts.
Amendment 2
Hans Maes (Jong-VLD) presents the amendment.
Gaspar Shabad (ERPY) speaks against.
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Chloe Hutchinson (Liberal Youth) speaks against.
Dan Aria Sucuri (LUF) speaks in favour.
Hans Maes (Jong-VLD) speaks in favour.
Gaspar Shabad (ERPY) speaks against.
The amendment is put on vote.
Technical issue
Due to a technical issue, the amendment is put on vote again.
Congress accepts.
Amendment 3
Hans Maes (Jong-VLD) presents the amendment.
Gaspar Shabad (ERPY) speaks against.
Pierre Brassinne (Jeunes MR) speaks in favour.
Gaspar Shabad (ERPY) speaks against.
Eyk von Steinmetz (JuLis) speaks in favour.
Gaspar Shabad (ERPY) speaks against.
Jorge de Jesus (IMS) speaks in favour.
Chloe Hutchinson (Liberal Youth) speaks against.
The amendment is put on vote.
Congress accepts.
Amendment 4
Accepted by mover.
Amendment 5
Dennis van Driel (JD) presents the amendment.
Gaspar Shabad (ERPY) speaks against.
The amendment is put on vote.
Congress accepts.
The whole proposal is put on discussion.
Helen Honkasaari (SU) speaks in favour.
Hans Ma Eyk von Steinmetz (JuLis) Eyk JuLis speaks against.
Gaspar Shabad (ERPY) speaks in favour.
The whole proposal is put on vote.
Congress accepts.
A proposal for the withdrawal of small-denomination euro coins
Meritxell Vicheto Anguela (JNC) presents the resolution.
The resolution is put on discussion.
Gaspar Shabad (ERPY) speaks against.
James Doyle (Ógra Fianna Fáil) speaks in favour.
Alistair Ian Spearing Ortiz (JNC) speaks in favour.
Amendment 1
Accepted by mover.
The whole proposal is put on vote
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Congress accepts.
Connecting Regions
Keith Henry (Ógra Fianna Fáil) presents the resolution..
The resolution is put on discussion.
No Q&A
Amendment 1
Amendment 1 should not be there because it is same as Amendment 4.
It is withdrawn.
Amendment 2
Accepted by mover.
Amendment 3
Withdrawn by mover.
Amendment 4
Accepted by mover.
Amendment 5
Withdrawn by mover.
Amendment 6
Accepted by mover.
The whole proposal is put on discussion.
Chloe Hutchinson (Liberal Youth) speaks in favour.
The whole proposal is put on vote.
Congress accepts.
Refugees in Universities
Marina Sedlo (LHG) presents the resolution.
The resolution is put on discussion.
No Q&A
Amendment 1
Accepted by mover.
Amendment 2
Accepted by mover.
Amendment 3
Alistair Ian Spearing Ortiz (JNC) presents the amendment.
Marina Sedlo (LHG) speaks against.
Chloe Hutchinson (Liberal Youth) speaks against.
Jorge de Jesus (IMS) speaks against.
Alistair Ian Spearing Ortiz (JNC) withdraws the amendment.
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The whole proposal is put on vote.
Congress accepts.
Point of order: Chloe Hutchinson (Liberal Youth) points that we cannot make this motion as we do
not have enough time.
Point of order: Benjamin Fievet (IMS) asks to discuss the resolution “License to Heal” first.
Point of order: Alexander Bjørn Jensen (RU) comments that they (mover) accepted many
amendments yesterday and it was approved by WG.
Point of order: Keith Henry (Ógra Fianna Fáil) propose to accept only two speakers for / against.
The Social Union
Alexander Bjørn Jensen (RU) presents the resolution.
No Q&A
Amendment 1
Accepted by mover.
Amendment 2
Accepted by mover.
Amendment 3
Mitja Schulz (JuLis) presents the amendment. He speaks in favour.
Alexander Bjørn Jensen (RU) speaks against.
The amendment is put on vote.
Not taken.
Amendment 4
Accepted by mover.
Amendment 5
Accepted by mover.
Amendment 6
John De Coster (FEL) presents the amendment. He speaks in favour.
Alexander Bjørn Jensen (RU) speaks against.
The amendment is put on vote.
Not taken.
Amendment 7
Withdrawn by mover.
Amendment 8
Pieter Sannen (Jong-VLD) presents the amendment. He speaks in favour.
Alexander Bjørn Jensen (RU) speaks against.
The amendment is put on vote.
Not taken.
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Amendment 9
Withdrawn by mover.
Amendment 10
Withdrawn by mover.
Amendment 11
Accepted by mover.
Amendment 12
Pieter Sannen (Jong-VLD) presents the amendment. He speaks in favour.
Alexander Bjørn Jensen (RU) speaks against.
The amendment is put on vote.
Congress accepts.
Amendment 13
Pieter Sannen (Jong-VLD) presents the amendment. He speaks in favour.
Alexander Bjørn Jensen (RU) speaks against.
The amendment is put on vote.
Not taken.
Amendment 14
Accepted by mover.
Amendment 15
Accepted by mover.
The whole proposal is put on vote.
Congress accepts.
The congress does not have time to discuss these resolutions:
License to Heal
Resolution on Ethical Hacking
Tackling bullying in Europe

3.

Reports from Working Groups
(This was discussed on Friday)

4. Reports from Member Organisations
(This was discussed on Saturday in the morning.)
5. Any other business
Digital Officer Kevin Tammearu invites everyone for the Hackathon and he says that the registration
is still open.
Ilhan Kyuchyuk invites everyone for the next congress which will be held in Sofia. (video message)
Chair close the event.
President Sissel Kvist thanks to chairs, scrutineers and secretaries.
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